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Step 1: Insert one end of the line thru both 
sides of a slide. Go up through the bottom 
and then down through the top.

Step 4: Go back through both sides of each 
slide installed in Step 1 & Step 2.

Step 7: Walk toward your next point or 
corner of the playing area you are defining, 
unreeling the field line as you go.  The 
Port-a-Field logos are 2.5 yards apart.  Use 
them to size your line the number of yards 
you need.   Using the line cutter, cut the line 
between the last logo you need and the next 
logo, creating a tail with the excess material 
beyond your chosen logo.  Apply two slides 
and a ring as before.

Step 6: Take one of the steel anchors in the 
hardware package, insert the flat end of the 
anchor through the ring and then anchor the 
ring to the ground at a corner of your area.

Step 8: Create a corner by repeating the process 
with a second line and attaching both lines to the 
same single ring.  Continue to your next corner, 
repeating this process until you reach your initial 
beginning point, completing your field. Use the first 
anchor for both ends. TIP: To “square” your field, 
pull the two ends tight at the same time and 
re-insert your anchor through both rings. 

Step 2: Repeat Step 1 with a second slide.  
Note: A second slide is not required but 
recommended to function as a “tail manager” 
for the excess material. 

Step 5: Position the ring at the desired location 
and cinch one slide to the ring.  Adjust the 
second slide as needed to function as a “tail 
manager”, keeping the tail in line with the field.

Step 3: Insert the tail end through a ring 
going down from the top and out the bottom.

Congratulations!  You’ve purchased a unique product that gives you the ability to create your own custom athletic field.  The kit includes everything you 
need including a line cutter, anchors, and plastic hardware used to make corners and ends.  The Port-a-Field logos printed on the lines are purposefully 
printed 2.5 yards apart.  Use them to measure and size your lines, creating matching lengths for sidelines and endlines.  Now, you truly

OWN THE FIELD!

www.PORT-A-FIELD.com

Step 9: RETRIEVEAL: DO NOT REMOVE YOUR 
CORNER ANCHORS until you reach them while 
reeling up your field.  Use them to provide tension 
and keep the lines tight as you reel them up.
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